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Chinaâ€“Iran relations typically refers to the economic, political, and social relations between the modern
nations of the People's Republic of China (a Communist state) and the Iran (an Islamic state) from the 1979
Iranian Revolution until the present.. Although the relations between these two governments are relatively
new, trade and diplomatic relations between the peoples and cultures ...
Chinaâ€“Iran relations - Wikipedia
The New Order (German: Neuordnung), or the New Order of Europe (German: Neuordnung Europas), was
the political order which Nazi Germany wanted to impose on the conquered areas under its dominion. The
establishment of the New Order had already begun long before the start of World War II, but was publicly
proclaimed by Adolf Hitler in 1941: . The year 1941 will be, I am convinced, the historical ...
New Order (Nazism) - Wikipedia
Citizens Electoral Council of Australia. Fake electricity Australia ups ante on Five Eyes campaign vs. China
President Trump Announces Second Summit with Kim, Seeks Peace in Southwest Asia, Too
Citizens Electoral Council of Australia
Note: The following post accompanies Takuan Seiyoâ€™s latest piece.Both are being kept â€œstickyâ€•
until tonight. Scroll down for other posts that have appeared since Wednesday. Certain posts at Gates of
Vienna, among them those by Takuan Seiyo, tend to attract the attention and comments of people who are
preoccupied with the Jews.
Gates of Vienna
The Chinese really present their red line in Taiwan. That is where they will go all out (and North Korea if it is
attacked). South China Sea is by definition (900 miles from Hainan and mainland) a naval battle.
Alas, this is far from over! | The Vineyard of the Saker
By Greg Hunterâ€™s USAWatchdog.com (Early Sunday Release). Renowned trends researcher Gerald
Celente says the trade war President Trump is starting against China must be fought for America to survive.
Murderers & Thieves Sold Out America â€“ Gerald Celente
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This is a guest post by Political Economist. World Energy 2014-2050: An Informal Annual Report â€œPolitical
Economistâ€• June 2014 The purpose of this informal report is to provide an analytical framework to track the
development of world energy supply and demand as well as their impacts on the global economy.
World Energy 2014-2050 (Part 1) Â» Peak Oil Barrel
By Greg Hunterâ€™s USAWatchdog.com. Warren Pollock warns the global economy is headed for a brick
wall. Pollock explains, â€œItâ€™s good you are using the term brick because thatâ€™s the part of the
economy which is crashing first, the emerging markets, the BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South
Africa). Thatâ€™s on the edge of empire, and now it is imploding inward.
Global Economy Imploding Now-Warren Pollock
Russia spent almost 5.4% of GDP on military spending. The US last year spent 3.3% and with Trumpâ€™s
proposed increase this number will increase by a few decimal points.
Assessing Russia's Military Strength, by Andrei Martyanov
Peter Schiff -well connected with the globalists, the world richest bankers and gold brokers Rothschild Peter
promotes a new global currency based on a gold standard, backed with Rothschild's gold.
Peter Schiff -well connected with the globalists, the
Dane Wigington GeoengineeringWatch.org. Biosphere collapse will push power structures to total
desperation. As has been stated so many times on the Global Alert News hour, the rapidly unfolding
implosion of the global climate and countless ecosystems, along with the quest for remaining resources, is
(and will continue to) fuel unbridled aggression from military industrial societies like the US ...
Geoengineering Watch Global Alert News, April 14, 2018, #140
â€œIRAN HAS NO NUCLEAR WEAPONS,â€• Prime Minister Vladimir Putin told his fellow Russians during
his annual Question-and-Answer session on December 3, 2009. Only a few days before Putinâ€™s
nationwide address, Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, with threats from Israel on Iranâ€™s nuclear
sites ...
Putin & The Jewish War On Iran | Real Jew News
Perhaps lunar miners could use something analogous to Bruce Damer's idea for asteroids of using CO in an
enclosure warmed by the sunlight and iron and nickel extracted in attached 3D printer - with the PGM's as
residue.
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